WORKSHOP

INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE – CONSERVATION, CULTURAL PROMOTION AND INTELLIGENT REUSE –

Second Edition

04 December 2015
BUCHAREST

Organizer:
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ROMANIAN GEOGRAPHERS (APGR)

In collaboration with:
INTERDISCIPLINARY CENTRE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH ON TERRITORIAL DYNAMICS (CICADIT),
University of Bucharest
NATIONAL RAILWAY TRAINING CENTRE (CENAFTER) – Romanian Railways Museum
The workshop is organised within the framework of **2015 European Industrial and Technical Heritage Year**, a campaign of the European Federation of Associations of Industrial and Technical Heritage (E-FAITH), with the support of UNESCO and the Council of Europe.

The workshop aims to ensure a good framework to present and debate the complex issue of industrial heritage (inventory, conservation, promotion, reuse), with the participation of specialists from different related fields.

**Venue:**
Romanian Railways Museum, 193 B Calea Griviței (near Bucharest North Railway Station), Sector 1, Bucharest.
CALL FOR PAPERS

WORKSHOP THEMES:

✓ industrial heritage concepts.
✓ ecological and economic approach of industrial heritage.
✓ good practice models for the conservation and the intelligent reuse of the industrial heritage elements.
✓ industrial heritage promotion.
✓ industrial heritage in technical museums.
✓ industrial tourism.
✓ industrial anthropology.

REGISTRATION

Registration deadline and abstract submission: 31 October 2015
Contact: dr. Cristina Merciu, krysten1009@yahoo.com
Required information: Author/s, Title, Oral presentation or poster, 300 words abstract

Participation fee: 50 euro
Young scholars (under 35 y.o.), PhD candidates and students: 25 euro

PAPER PUBLICATION

Annals of Professional Association of Romanian Geographers
http://apgr.eu/analele-APGR.php


Paper submission: office@cicadit.ro
Paper submission deadline: 31 January 2016